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x Introduction
Let a group G be generated by two ordered pairs x

 x

 and y

 y

 Then
these satisfy the same dening relations for G if and only if there exists an
element  in the automorphism group AutG so that x


 x


  y

 y


Suppose y

 y

  x

 x

x

 or y

 y

  x

 x

 then substituting x


y

 x

 y


y

 or x

 y

 x

 y

 in the relations with respect to x

 x


respectively we have new relations for G with respect to y

 y

 Let V G
be the set of all generating pairs x

 x

 of G and let
b
V G be the set of the
orbits of AutG on V G Then the transformations x

 x

  x

 x

x


and x

 x

  x

 x

 induce permutations on V G and they also induce
permutations on
b
V G since every orbit of AutG on V G is characterized
as the subset of V G having same dening relations In the present paper for
G


A

 A

 A

 M

 M

and M

 one of the alternating groups of degree
  	 or the Mathieu groups of degree 

 
 and  we compute
b
V G and
next compute how the permutation group generated by the transformations
acts on each of its orbits on
b
V G In  and  the same was acheived for A



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and in 
 for A

and PSL  Some related results for A

and A

are seen
in  and  The authors note with thanks that computations were carried
out with the group algorithm programming system GAP	
Let F be a free group generated by u and v A normal subgroup N of F is
said to be a Gdening subgroup if G


FN  Then the elements of AutF 
given by u v  u u

v and u v  v u generate an equivalent
permutation group on the set of Gdening subgroups of F as a permutation
group on
b
V G by a result of  If G is a nite nonabelian simple group the
action of the automorphism group of a free group is likely to be a symmetric
or an alternatng group on each of its orbits on the Gdening subgroups in
most cases and it is intended to prove this fact under some general conditions
in some references cf   For the above groups we computed how a free
group with  generators acts on the Gdening subgroups The results are
shown in tables at the end of the present paper and the summary is as follows
Theorem  Let F be a free group generated by two elements and suppose
G


A

 A

 A

 M

 M

or M

 Then the action of AutF  on each of its
orbits on the Gdening subgroups of F is one of the types S
m
 A
m
  o S
m


m
S
m
 
m
A
m
 S
m
o S

 A
m
o S

 A

m
S

 A

m
S
y

 A

m
S

 A

m


S

 A

m


S
y


S
m
 A
m
 
m
S
m
 
m
A
m
 A

m


S

 and A

m


S
y

 In particular m is
even if the action has a normal subgroup
Here we explain some of the notation in Theorem 

 First  o S
n
is
a wreath product of a cyclic group of order  by a symmetric group S
n
of
degree n and as a permutation group is of degree n with n blocks of length
 and quotient action as S
n
 
n
S
n
 a nonsplit extension of 
n
by S
n

is a subgroup of  o S
n
with the kernel consisting of all products of an even
number of cycles on the blocks Similarly 
n
A
n
 a semidirect product of

n
by A
n
 is also a subgroup of  oS
n
 Next 
n
A
n
 is of degree two times
that of 
n
A
n
 so of degree n and the rightmost symbol  means that a
cyclic group of order  interchanges the two orbits of 
n
A
n
 which is in fact
induced by the transformation x

 x

  x

 x

 Also between two families
of wreath products A
n
oS

and S
n
oS

of degree n with  blocks of length n
there exist two families of incomplete wreath products which are denoted by
A

n
S

and A

n


S

respectively and nally there are two similar subgroups of
S
n
o S

which are denoted by A

n
S
y

and A

n


S
y

 In these cases there are no
subgroups isomorphic to S

whose transpositions centralize one component of
A

n
and interchange the remaining two components
As PSL q is a permutation group of degree q  
 our program may
also work for PSL q when q is a small prime power But we may be able
to treat it as a matrix group with nite eld elements in GAP because it will
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save memory space for storing
b
V G So in the present paper we restrict our
attension to above permutation groups of small degree
x Computation and observations
AutF  is generated by Nielsen transformations see eg  chapter  They
permute the Gdening subgroups of F and the action is equivalent to the
following permutations on V G by  i x y  x x

y ii x y 
x yx

 iii x y  y x iv x y  x y

 The permutations i
and ii are conjugate under InnG so they act on
b
V G as a same permuta
tion Let the permutations i and iii be denoted by 

and   respectively
Then  is x y  x xy The permutation iv is obtained as a conjugate
of 

  Hence the permutation group on
b
V G induced by AutF  is
generated by the action of  and  on
b
V G In this way the action of AutF 
on
b
V G is obtained
The automorphism groups of alternating groups are symmetric groups ex
cept in the case A

 So in our cases AutG


S
n
if G


A
n
 AutM




M


but AutM




M

 and we construct it as a permutation group of degree
 interchanging two orbits of M

 Finally AutM




M

 is of degree 
see eg 

We compute AutGconjugacy classes of pairs x

 x

 with x

 x

 G
and enumerate the representatives of the conjugacy classes such that x

and
x

generate G which are
b
V G Next for each pair x

 x

 in
b
V G we
see what elements in
b
V G are AutGconjugate to x

 x

x

 and x

 x


respectively This determines the action of  and  on
b
V G We list the
representatives and lengths of the orbits of the permutation group on
b
V G
induced by AutF  Finally we will determine how this permutation group
acts on each of its orbits
Consider any one of the orbits of AutF  on
b
V G and let it be denoted by
 Let a and b be permutations obtained by restricting the action of  and
 to  respectively and let H  ha bi We ask whether H is primitive by
using the GAPcommand IsPrimitive If it is then we seek an element of H
satisfying the following
Theorem  Jordan see 	
 If a primitive group of degree n contains
a cycle of prime degree p with n p   then the group is either alternating
or symmetric
Then computing the signs of permutation a and b we can determine whether
H is alternating or symmetric
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Here we note that we may use the MAGMAcommand IsAlternating or
IsSymmetric However it was sucient to use the above theorem to determine
alternating or symmetric in the GAPsystem
If H is not primitive then the GAPcommand Blocks gives blocks of im
primitivity and in our cases the length of a block was  or one third of the
length of  Let  be the set of the blocks let H a and b be the images of
H a and b on  respectively and let K be the kernel of H  H In either
case we compute a and b and if the degree of H is rather large we apply the
above method in order to see if H is alternating or symmetric and if not we
compute it directly Then we use the following lemmas
Lemma  Let jj  m and suppose that H has a block of length 
and that A
m
 H If there exists an element h  H such that its order jhj
is dierent from jhj and that h has a xed point on  then K contains all
products of an even number of cycles on blocks hence 
m
 jKj and H
contains a subgroup isomorphic to A
m
 Furthermore if H contains an element
k with signk  
 and signk  
 then H


 oH
Proof The condition on h implies that K  
 Then we have K contains all
products of an even number of cycles on blocks since A
m
 H and since the
length of the block is  Let the jth block be j  fj j

g If we take a cycle s
and an oddcycle t of H with s  
   and t     l  
 then we may
assume that s is a product of two cycles and so is t and we may set fj j

g so
that s  
  


 

 

 and t     l  


 

  l  


 Hence we
have hs ti


A
l	
 If m  l then we may have either r

 l l
 l
l

 l  


 l  

 or r

 l l  


 l  l

 l  
 l  


In the latter case r

w  r

with w  l  
 l  


l   l  

  K
So in either case we have hs t r

i


A
l	
as a subgroup of H
The condition on k implies that there exists k

in the above alternating
subgroup with k  k

and that k

k

is a product of an odd number of trans
positions Hence K contains a transposition j j

 for every j If H contains
r  
  then we may assume r  
  


 

 
 

 


  
 




  or

 


 

 The last case clearly gives a subgroup isomorphic to S
m
 For
the remaining cases r
 


 r 

 and 
 


r
 


 are equal to 
 


 


respectively Thus the last assertion holds 
The existence of k in Lemma  depends only on the signs of a b a and b
as signk  
 and signk  
 We note that the case for 
m
S
m
occurs
when an odd permutation of H is also odd in H in Theorem 


IfH has  blocks we haveH  S

 In this case we compute some stabilizing
elements of the blocks whose normal closure generates the stabilizer and check
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whether one component of the stabilizer is primitive and so on Thus as above
we nd whether K acts on a block as an alternating or a symmetric group
Next we nd an element not acting with the same order on all blocks This
gives A

m
 K where jj  m Then computing the signs of the stabilizing
elements on each block of  we determie K to be one of A

m
 A

m
 A

m


or
S

m

Lemma  If K


A

m
or A

m


and if any transposition of H is an odd
or even permutation on  according as m is even or odd then H does not
contain a subgroup isomorphic to a split extension of K by S

 Otherwise H
contains a subgroup isomorphic to such a split extension
Proof Let 

 f
  	 	 	 mg 

 f


 

	 	 	 m

g and 

 f
  	 	 	 
mg be the blocks and let t be a transposition of H interchanging 

and 


If t itself is an involution and xes every point of 

 then t does not satisfy the
condition of the Lemma In this case t and one of its conjugate interchanging


and 

generate a subgroup isomorphic to S

 any of whose involutions cen
tralizes one component of K Then this subgroup and K generate a subgroup
of H isomorphic to a split extension of K by S


Let t

be the constituent of t

on 

and let t

be the constituent of t on 


Since A

m
 K by taking a product of t and an element of K we can choose t

either an identity or a transposition and so does t

 By the above argument we
may assume that both of t

and t

are not identities If t

is a transposition
then we may set t  
 


  

 	 	 	 and t

 
 


 

 Then we have
A

m


 K since t

 K By taking a product of t and 


 




 

 which is
a conjugate of t

 we may assume for the Lemma that t

is an identity and t

is
a transposition Hence there exist an element 
 


 

 	 	 	 mm




 


Then this element together with its conjugate 
 


 




 

 	 	 	 m

m


generates a subgroup isomorphic to S

but its involution does not centalizes a
component of K If K


A

m
 then 
 


 




 

  K and the product
of this element and the last involution becomes an involution interchanging


and 

and stabilizing all the points of 

 So in this case as in the rst
paragraph we have a subgroup of H isomorphic to a split extension of K by
S

 Now it is easy to see that these two types of subgroups isomorphic to S

are distinguished by the signs in the Lemma 
In fact we rst see whether the subgroup ha a
b
i of H is transitive on  If
it is transitive then the method mentioned above gives the structure of H If
not we see that it has two orbits on  which are interchanged by b and how
the subgroup acts on one of its orbits by the above argument This completes
the computation
We give an observation on a case where H has blocks of length 
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Proposition  If an element x y in V G is not conjugate to x

 y


in AutG then they make a block of length  in an orbit of AutF  on
b
V G
Proof First we note that the transformation u v  u

 v

 is con
tained in AutF  So such a mutually inverse pair of elements of V G as in
Proposition  represents a pair of elements in a same orbit of AutF  on
b
V G Now x y goes to x xy and x

 y

 goes to x

 x

y

 under
a The latter is conjugate to x

 xy

 by x

 Thus a mutually inverse
pair of elements in V G goes to another such a pair under a modulo AutG
Clearly the same statement holds for b Hence such a pair makes a block of
an orbit of AutF  on
b
V G 
In all cases in Theorem 

 that have blocks of length  the blocks are in
fact made up of these mutually inverse pairs In the remaining cases x y
is conjugate to x

 y

 in AutG in which case they represent a same
element of
b
V G
TABLES
In tables below degree column shows the lengths of the orbits of AutF  on
b
V G and AutF  column gives the actions of AutF  on its orbits on
b
V G
The generators are representatives modulo AutG of the orbits of AutF 
on
b
V G In cases for M

 M

and M

 the generators are given as prod
ucts of specic generators a and b below each table
No generators of A

degree AutF 

 
   
       
 A

 
          
 A

 
          
 S

 
         A


S

 
         S


o S

 
   
        S

 
   
      A


S

 
   
        A

	 
         S



 
           

A



 
           

S


 
         A


 
            o S


 
            o S


 
        
 

A



 
          
	 

A

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No generators of A

degree AutF 

 
     
       
 S

o S

 
           A


S

 
     
        S

o S

 
          	 S


 
   
       	 S

 
          	 A

o S

 
   
       
	 S

 
           A

	 
            o S



 
           S




 
             S


 
           

S


 
             

A



 
            o S



 
           

A


 
          
	  o S


 
          
	  o S


 
            
	 

S

No generators of A

degree AutF 

 
     
      	    A

 
           	  A

 
   
        	  A

 
   
        	 
 S

 
         	 	 S


 
   
     	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